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- Automatic email notifications when new tasks or comments are added to issues - Support for different languages for every fields (English, German, Spanish) - Track bugs (Tasks) - Comments on tasks - Auto-completion of search fields - Configurable logging options - Email notifications - Import data from a variety of other issue tracking systems - Export to bugzilla (either as
attachments or as a dump) - Ability to configure your own fields, attributes and operators in a format that is compatible with MySQL Advantages MySQL Database Schema Automation with MySQL Workbench Eventum Description: - MySQL Database Schema Automation with MySQL Workbench - Fast Results - Easy to Use - Import/Export Data from Any Issue Tracking
System - Multiple Field Import/Export - Multiple Attribute Import/Export - Global User Access Control - Works with any issue tracking system (Bugzilla, Trac, Mantis, Redmine, Confluence, etc.) - Built-in functions for search - Dynamic Change Notifications - Configurable Alert Emails - Configurable logging options - Configurable Import/Export Logging Options -
Configurable Reports - Export to any spreadsheet program - Export to XML, HTML, Text,... - Integrated into MySQL Workbench - Ability to configure your own fields, attributes and operators in a format that is compatible with MySQL Clipper(Fully Automated Client for Microsoft Outlook) Eventum Description: Clipper is a small, flexible and feature-rich tool that manages
all the details of email forwarding, scheduling, delivery and accounts in a single program. Advantages Support for multiple Addresses Email Forwarding Custom Rules Outlook Account Managment And many more... Eventum Description: - Add, delete and change the addresses for every email address - Configure all the forwarding rules - Set custom rules - Delete rules - And
much more... Eventum Description: - Use a configurable syntax - Use templates to generate the email - Support to e-mail multiple recipients in a single message - Support HTML and text mail templates - Emailing to multiple addresses at the same time - Support for dynamic/static content - Support for multiple languages - Support for multiple accounts -... Eventum Description:
- 1 database
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Support System: Makes it easy to track incoming technical support requests. REST Server: Uses the Eventum REST Server to provide API service to web applications. PRO: Flexible, extensible, and powerful. Is highly configurable. Integrated with MySQL. AVAILABLE ON: Free plan - 3 MB of storage, free editing of tickets, free support. There is no credit card required.
LIMITED (free) SUPPORT Send us a request at any time, even before registering. Open source - it is free for all. Uses MySQL database. Developed by MySQL AB. It is based on the Doctrine project. Supported, active by the community. Technically advanced: Flexible data model and entity class. Supported by Zend Framework. PHP 4.0+ and 5.2+ required. Excellent
documentation and wiki. CLI application. REST API supports XML and JSON formats. (Eventum REST API - REST Server for Eventum (REST is an acronym for "REpresentational State Transfer", REST can be used to access data in XML or JSON format using a simple HTTP request)). To make Eventum easier to handle, we added a module which allows users to create
tickets with a single click. The code contains some useful code that others may find interesting. License: GPL 3.0 Any person is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or distribute this software for any purpose whatsoever and without fee. This software is made available "as is" and without any accompanying express or implied warranties.Q: Is "flipped" an acceptable
term for the orientation of a switch? An instruction for a computer keyboard says: The power key is oriented on the bottom of the keyboard. A friend mentioned that this is incorrect and should be: The power key is flipped on the bottom of the keyboard. Is that an acceptable usage of the word "flipped"? I've seen it used by business students, but the term makes me think of a
child's learning to write the letters of the alphabet. A: While flipping is a perfectly understandable term, it is a language thing. It does not make sense to use a computer keyboard. If you are in a mechanical engineering environment, it is possible that flipping 1d6a3396d6
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- A plugin manager, allowing access to Eventum modules via the Plugin repository - All modules are shipped with the installer - Fully implemented on all supported platforms, and requires no database - Supports modules that are plugins (some have additional rules) - Allows for quick customization (in xml format) - Suitable for support and development teams - Runs on Linux,
Windows, and Macintosh Eventum application was designed to be a user-friendly and flexible issue tracking system that can be used by a support department to track incoming technical support requests, or by a software development team to quickly organize tasks and bugs. Eventum is used by the MySQL AB Technical Support team, and has allowed us to dramatically improve
our response times. Eventum Description: - A plugin manager, allowing access to Eventum modules via the Plugin repository - All modules are shipped with the installer - Fully implemented on all supported platforms, and requires no database - Supports modules that are plugins (some have additional rules) - Allows for quick customization (in xml format) - Suitable for support
and development teams - Runs on Linux, Windows, and Macintosh Eventum application was designed to be a user-friendly and flexible issue tracking system that can be used by a support department to track incoming technical support requests, or by a software development team to quickly organize tasks and bugs. Eventum is used by the MySQL AB Technical Support team,
and has allowed us to dramatically improve our response times. Eventum Description: - A plugin manager, allowing access to Eventum modules via the Plugin repository - All modules are shipped with the installer - Fully implemented on all supported platforms, and requires no database - Supports modules that are plugins (some have additional rules) - Allows for quick
customization (in xml format) - Suitable for support and development teams - Runs on Linux, Windows, and Macintosh Eventum application was designed to be a user-friendly and flexible issue tracking system that can be used by a support department to track incoming technical support requests, or by a software development team to quickly organize tasks and bugs. Eventum
is used by the MySQL AB Technical Support team, and has allowed us to dramatically improve our response times. Eventum Description: - A plugin manager, allowing access to Eventum modules via the Plugin repository - All modules are shipped with the installer - Fully implemented on all supported platforms, and requires no database - Supports modules that are plugins
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System Requirements For Eventum:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows Server 2016 Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2400 (3.10GHz or equivalent) Memory: 8GB Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4600 or better Hard Disk: 30GB DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes: Join us on our social media for the latest information and updates. Join us on our social media for the latest
information and updates. The Fall
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